Case Study
Smart Scheduling for
Hotel and Hospitality
Helping hotels improve their bottom line with simplified
scheduling and more efficient time and attendance tracking.
The Bayside Hotel and Resort is a 135-room, 5-story complex which includes a hotel, two
restaurants, and a small business center. There is no “typical” day for The Bayside Hotel,
and they depend on a diverse workforce to handle a wide range of guest requests at every
hour of the day.

To keep an otherwise chaotic operation running smoothly, Bayside faces
workforce challenges that range from
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Synopsis
•

Challenge: Bayside faces workforce
challenges that range from last-minute
sick leave to schedule changes to
unplanned overtime, with their
reputation resting squarely on their
ability to serve guests.

•

Solution: TimeWorksPlus allows
employees to clock in/out on their
mobile device wherever they are whether they work in housekeeping,
guest services, security, or
maintenance.

•

Benefits: TimeSimplicity has reduced
under-staffing which has accelerated
room turn-around, shortened front
desk guest wait times, and improved
staff efficiency.
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TimeSimplicity has reduced under-staffing which has accelerated room turnaround, shortened front desk guest wait times, and improved staff efficiency.
Employee hours are controlled with customized system notifications and there are
nine pay-rate fields and employee groups/sorting/filtering functions to give every
department manager scheduling precision.
Workforce Management Suite is the same system used by Hilton, Embassy Suites,
Ramada, Sheraton, Holiday Inn and Marriott to save time, reduce labor costs, and
maintain regulatory compliance.

SOLUTION — Workforce Management Suite
• TimeSimplicity for simplified scheduling and mobile coordination.
• TimeWorksPlus for integrated time and attendance tracking.
• Mobile access provides employee access and management control.

Contact your workforce
management solutions provider
today for more information.

